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Abstract
Given a graph F , let I(F ) be the class of graphs containing F as an induced subgraph. LetW [F ]
denote the minimum k such that I(F ) is definable in k-variable first-order logic. The recognition
problem of I(F ), known as Induced Subgraph Isomorphism (for the pattern graph F ), is solvable
in time O(nW [F ]). Motivated by this fact, we are interested in determining or estimating the
value of W [F ]. Using Olariu’s characterization of paw-free graphs, we show that I(K3 + e) is
definable by a first-order sentence of quantifier depth 3, where K3 + e denotes the paw graph.
This provides an example of a graph F with W [F ] strictly less than the number of vertices in F .
On the other hand, we prove that W [F ] = 4 for all F on 4 vertices except the paw graph and its
complement. If F is a graph on ` vertices, we prove a general lower bound W [F ] > (1/2− o(1))`,
where the function in the little-o notation approaches 0 as ` increases. This bound holds true
even for a related parameter W ∗[F ] ≤W [F ], which is defined as the minimum k such that I(F )
is definable in the infinitary logic Lk∞ω. We show that W ∗[F ] can be strictly less than W [F ].
Specifically, W ∗[P4] = 3 for P4 being the path graph on 4 vertices.
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1 Introduction
For a given graph F , let I(F ) denote the class of all graphs containing a copy of F as
an induced subgraph. We are interested in the descriptive complexity of I(F ), for a fixed
pattern graph F , in first-order logic whose vocabulary consists of the adjacency and the
equality relations (∼ and = respectively). Let D[F ] denote the minimum quantifier depth
of a sentence in this logic that defines I(F ). Furthermore, let W [F ] denote the minimum
variable width of a sentence defining I(F ). Note that
W [F ] ≤ D[F ] ≤ `,
where here and throughout the paper ` denotes the number of vertices in F . It may come as
some surprise that the parameter D[F ] can be strictly less than `. To see an example, let
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F = K3 + e be the paw graph . The following sentence uses three variables x1, x2, x3 and
has quantifier depth 3:
∃x1 (∃x2∃x3 (x1 ∼ x2 ∧ x1 ∼ x3 ∧ x2 ∼ x3) ∧
∃x2 (x1 6∼ x2 ∧ ∃x3 (x1 ∼ x3 ∧ x3 ∼ x2) ∧ ∃x3 (x3 ∼ x1 ∧ x3 6∼ x2))).
It says that a graph contains a vertex v that belongs to a triangle and can be accompanied with
a vertex u at distance 2 from v such that there is a vertex w adjacent to v but non-adjacent
to u. Obviously, this sentence is true on the paw graph and on every graph containing an
induced paw subgraph. Olariu’s characterization of paw-free graphs [21] implies that the
sentence is false on every graph without an induced paw subgraph; see Section 4.1 for details.
The decision problem for I(F ) is known as Induced Subgraph Isomorphism (for the
pattern graph F ). We denote it by ISI(F ). Our interest in the parameters D[F ] and W [F ]
is motivated by the fact that ISI(F ) is solvable in time O(nW [F ]); see [19, Prop. 6.6]. Before
stating our results on D[F ] and W [F ] we very briefly overview the known algorithmic results
in this area.
1.1 Computational complexity of Induced Subgraph Isomorphism
Obviously, ISI(F ) is solvable in time O(n`) on n-vertex input graphs by exhaustive search.
We use the standard notation K` for complete graphs, P` for paths, and C` for cycles on `
vertices. Itai and Rodeh [14] observed that ISI(K3) is solvable in time O(nω), where ω < 2.373
is the exponent of fast square matrix multiplication [11]. Nešetřil and Poljak [20] showed, by
a reduction of ISI(F ) to ISI(K3), that ISI(F ) is solvable in time O(n(ω/3)`+c), where c = 0 if
` is divisible by 3 and c ≤ 23 otherwise. For ` not divisible by 3, this time bound was improved
by Eisenbrand and Grandoni [8] using fast rectangular matrix multiplication. On the other
hand, ISI(K`) is unsolvable in time no(`) unless the Exponential Time Hypothesis fails [3].
Floderus et al. [10] collected evidence in favour of the conjecture that ISI(F ) for F with `
vertices cannot be solved faster than ISI(Kc`), where c < 1 is a constant independent on F .
Along with the Exponential Time Hypothesis, this would imply that the time complexity of
ISI(F ) is nΘ(`). As an example of a particular result of [10] in this direction, ISI(P2a−1) is
not easier than ISI(Ka), and the same holds true for ISI(C2a); see also the earlier work [4].
The induced subgraph isomorphism problem has been intensively studied for particular
pattern graphs F with small number of vertices. Let F denote the complement graph of F
and note that at least one of the graphs F and F is connected. Since ISI(F ) and ISI(F )
have the same time complexity, we can restrict our attention to connected pattern graphs.
There are six such graphs on four vertices, namely K4, P4, C4, K3 + e, the claw graph K1,3
( ), and the diamond graph K4 \ e ( ). Corneil et al. [5] designed an O(n+m) time
algorithm for ISI(P4), where m denotes the number of edges in an input graph. As noted in
[17], the Olariu characterization of paw-free graphs reduces ISI(K3 + e) to ISI(K3), showing
that the former problem is also solvable in time O(nω). The same time bound is obtained by
Vassilevska Williams et al. [28] for the diamond graph K4 \ e and, using randomization, for
the other pattern graphs on 4 vertices except K4. The best known time bound for ISI(K4) is
given by the methods of [8] and is currently O(n3.257) [28].
1.2 Our results on the descriptive complexity of Induced Subgraph
Isomorphism
In Section 3 we prove a general lower bound W [F ] > (1/2− o(1))`, where the function in the
little-o notation approaches 0 as `, the number of vertices in the pattern graph F , increases.
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Whether or not it can be improved remains an intriguing open question. Note that this
bound leaves a hypothetical possibility that the time bound O(nW [F ]) for Induced Graph
Isomorphism can be better than the Nešetřil-Poljak bound O(n(ω/3)`+c) for infinitely many
pattern graphs F .
Our approach uses a connection to the k-extension property of graphs, that is well known
in finite model theory; see, e.g, [25]. We define the extension index of F , denoted by E[F ],
as the minimum k such that the k-extension property forces the existence of an induced copy
of F . It is easy to show that W [F ] ≥ E[F ]. Our results about the parameter E[F ] may be
interesting on its own. In particular, we show that E[F ] ≥ χ(F ), where χ(F ) denotes the
chromatic number of F .
In Section 4, we determine the values of D[F ] and W [F ] for all pattern graphs with at
most 4 vertices. We prove that W [F ] = 4 for all F on 4 vertices except the paw graph and
its complement.
Our lower bounds for W [F ] hold true also for a related parameter W ∗[F ] ≤W [F ], which
is defined as the minimum k such that I(F ) is definable in the infinitary logic Lk∞ω. The only
exception is F = P4, the path on 4 vertices. In this case, we prove that W ∗[P4] = 3 while
W [P4] = 4. This shows that W ∗[F ] can be strictly less than W [F ], that is, the infinitary
logic can be more succinct when defining I(F ).
In Section 5, we address a relaxation version of the parameter W [F ]. Consider a simple
example. Let Dv[F ] be the minimum quantifier depth of a sentence Φ defining I(F ) over
sufficiently large connected graphs. That is, it is required that there is a number s such that
Φ correctly detects whether or not a graph G belongs to I(F ) only if G is connected and
has at least s vertices. Whereas Dv[F ] ≤ D[F ], it is clear that I(F ) for a connected pattern
graph F is still recognizable in time O(nDv [F ]). Let F = P3. As easily seen, P3-free graphs
are exactly disjoint unions of cliques. Therefore, connected P3-free graphs are exactly the
complete graphs, which readily implies that Dv[P3] ≤ 2, whereas D[P3] = 3. As a further
example, we remark that the existence of a not necessarily induced subgraph P4 can be
defined over sufficiently large connected graphs with just 2 variables; see [26] for this and
further examples.
We can go further and define Wtw[F ] to be the minimum variable width of a sentence
defining I(F ) over connected graphs G of sufficiently large treewidth tw(G). As a consequence
of Courcelle’s theorem [7], I(F ) for a connected pattern graph F is recognizable in time
O(nWtw [F ]); cf. the discussion in [26].
The above discussion motivates the problem of proving lower bounds for the parameter
Wκ[F ] which we define as the minimum variable width of a sentence defining I(F ) over graphs
G of sufficiently large connectedness κ(G). Note that Wκ[F ] ≤ Wtw[F ] ≤ Wv[F ] ≤ W [F ].
We prove that Wκ[F ] = W [F ] for a large class of pattern graphs F . We also prove a general
lower bound Wκ[F ] > (1/3− o(1)) ` for all F on ` vertices.
1.3 Comparison to (not necessarily induced) Subgraph Isomorphism
The Subgraph Isomorphism problem is very different from its induced version. For
infinitely many pattern graphs F , Subgraph Isomorphism can be solved in time O(nc) for
a constant c. This follows from a result by Alon, Yuster and Zwick [1] who showed that the
problem is solvable in time 2O(`) · ntw(F )+1 logn.
Let W (F ) and D(F ) be the analogs of W [F ] and D[F ] for the not-necessarily-induced
case. Note that W (F ) = D(F ) = ` as a consequence of the trivial observation that K`
contains F as a subgraph while K`−1 does not. Nevertheless, Dv[F ] can be strictly smaller
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than ` for some connected pattern graphs. Moreover, Dtw[F ] can sometimes be arbitrarily
small comparing to `. This is the subject of our preceding paper [26].
1.4 Logic with numeric predicates
In the present paper, we consider the most laconic first-order language of graphs whose
vocabulary has only the adjacency and the equality relations. If we assume that the vertex
set of a graph is {1, 2, . . . , n} and additionally allow arbitrary numerical relations, this richer
logic captures the non-uniform AC0; see [13, 19]. Let WArb(F ) denote the analog of the
parameter W (F ) (the not-necessarily-induced case) for this logic, and WArb[F ] denote the
analog of the parameter W [F ] (the induced case). The known relations to circuit complexity
[13, 24] imply that the (not necessarily induced) Subgraph Isomorphism is solvable by
bounded-depth unbounded-fan-in circuits of size nWArb(F )+o(1), and the similar is true also
for Induced Subgraph Isomorphism. Whereas the parameter WArb(F ) is studied in this
context by Li, Razborov, and Rossman [18], the parameter WArb[F ] remains unexplored.
2 Preliminaries
A graph property is a class of graphs C closed under isomorphism, that is, for isomorphic
graphs G and H, G ∈ C iff H ∈ C. We consider first-order sentences about graphs in the
language containing the adjacency and the equality relations. A sentence Φ defines a graph
property C if G ∈ C exactly when G |= Φ, i.e., Φ is true on G. A graph property C is
first-order definable if there is a first-order sentence defining C.
Let C be a first-order graph property. The logical depth of C, denoted by D(C), is the
minimum quantifier depth (rank) of a sentence defining C. The logical width of C, denoted by
W (C), is the minimum variable width of a sentence defining C, i.e., the number of first-order
variables occurring in the sentence where different occurrences of the same variable do not
count.
Given two non-isomorphic graphs G and H, let D(G,H) (resp. W (G,H)) denote the
minimum quantifier depth (resp. variable width) of a sentence that distinguishes G and H,
i.e., is true on one of the graphs and false on the other.
I Lemma 1. D(C) = max {D(G,H) : G ∈ C, H /∈ C}.
Proof. In one direction, note that whenever G ∈ C and H /∈ C, we have D(G,H) ≤ D(C)
because any sentence defining C distinguishes G and H. For the other direction, suppose
that every such G and H are distinguished by a sentence ΦG,H of quantifier depth at most
d. Specifically, suppose that ΦG,H is true on G and false on H. We have to show that C




H ΦG,H , where the conjunction is over all H /∈ C. This sentence
distinguishes G from all H /∈ C and has quantifier depth at most d. The only problem with
it is that the conjunction over H is actually infinite. Luckily, there are only finitely many
pairwise inequivalent first-order sentences about graphs of quantifier depth d; see, e.g., [23,
Theorem 2.4]. Removing all but one formula ΦG,H from each equivalence class, we make
ΦG a legitimate finite sentence. Now, consider Φ
def=
∨
G ΦG, where the disjunction is over all
G ∈ C. It can be made finite in the same way. The sentence Φ defines C and has quantifier
depth at most d. J
Thus, Lemma 1 is a simple consequence of the fact that there are only finitely many
pairwise inequivalent first-order statements of bounded quantifier depth. Note that the last
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fact does not hold true for the variable width. We define
W ∗(C) = max {W (G,H) : G ∈ C, H /∈ C} .
Equivalently, W ∗(C) is equal to the minimum k such that C is definable in the infinitary logic
Lk∞ω; see, e.g., [19, Chapter 11]. Obviously, W ∗(C) ≤W (C), and we will see in Section 4.2
that this inequality can be strict. Summarizing, we have
W ∗(C) ≤W (C) ≤ D(C). (1)
The value of W (C) admits the following characterization. If W (G,H) ≤ k, let Dk(G,H)
denote the minimum quantifier depth of a first-order k-variable sentence distinguishing G
and H. We set Dk(G,H) =∞ if W (G,H) > k. The following fact can be proved similarly
to Lemma 1.
I Lemma 2. W (C) > k if and only if there is a sequence of graph pairs (Gi, Hi) with Gi ∈ C
and Hi /∈ C such that Dk(Gi, Hi)→∞ as i→∞.
Lemmas 1 and 2 reduce estimating the logical depth and width to estimating the
parameters D(G,H) and Dk(G,H) over G ∈ C and H /∈ C. The first inequality in (1)
can be used for obtaining lower bounds for W (C) by estimating W (G,H) over G ∈ C and
H /∈ C. The parameters D(G,H), Dk(G,H), and W (G,H) have a very useful combinatorial
characterization.
In the k-pebble Ehrenfeucht-Fraïssé game, the board consists of two vertex-disjoint graphs
G and H. Two players, Spoiler and Duplicator (or he and she) have equal sets of k pairwise
different pebbles. In each round, Spoiler takes a pebble and puts it on a vertex in G or in H;
then Duplicator has to put her copy of this pebble on a vertex of the other graph. Note that
the pebbles can be reused and change their positions during the play. Duplicator’s objective
is to ensure that the pebbling determines a partial isomorphism between G and H after each
round; when she fails, she immediately loses. The proof of the following facts can be found
in [13]:
1. Dk(G,H) is equal to the minimum d such that Spoiler has a winning strategy in the
d-round k-pebble game on G and H.
2. D(G,H) is equal to the minimum d such that Spoiler has a winning strategy in the
d-round d-pebble game on G and H.
3. W (G,H) is equal to the minimum k such that, for some d, Spoiler has a winning strategy
in the d-round k-pebble game on G and H.
We are interested in the property of containing a specified induced subgraph. We write F @
G to say that G contains an induced subgraph isomorphic to F . Thus, I(F ) = {G : F @ G}.
Let D[F ] = D(I(F )) and, similarly, W [F ] = W (I(F )) and W ∗[F ] = W ∗(I(F )). Thus,
W ∗[F ] is the maximum W (G,H) over all G containing an induced copy of F and all H not
containing such a copy. As a particular case of (1), we have
W ∗[F ] ≤W [F ] ≤ D[F ] ≤ `
for every F with ` vertices.
The vertex set of a graph G will be denoted by V (G). Throughout the paper, we
consider simple undirected graphs without loops. Let G denote the complement of G, that is,
V (G) = V (G) and two vertices are adjacent in G exactly when they are not adjacent in G.
I Lemma 3. D[F ] = D[F ], W ∗[F ] = W ∗[F ], and W [F ] = W [F ].
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Proof. The first equality follows from the equality D(G,H) = D(G,H) by Lemma 1. Indeed,
F @ G iff F @ G. Therefore,
D[F ] = max {D(G,H) : G A F, H 6A F} = max
{




D(G,H) : G A F , H 6A F
}
= D[F ].
The second equality follows similarly from the equality W (G,H) = W (G,H) by the
definition of W ∗[F ]. The third equality follows from the equality Dk(G,H) = Dk(G,H) by
Lemma 2. J
2.1 Further graph-theoretic definitions
A graph G is called F -free if F 6@ G. The vertex-disjoint union of graphs G and H will be
denoted by G+H. Correspondingly, sG is the vertex-disjoint union of s copies of G. The
lexicographic product A·B of two graphsA andB is defined as follows: V (A·B) = V (A)×V (B),
and (u, v) and (x, y) are adjacent in A ·B if u and x are adjacent in A or if u = x and v and
y are adjacent in B. In other words, A ·B is obtained from A by substituting each vertex u
with an induced copy Bu of B and drawing all edges between Bu and Bx whenever u and x
are adjacent.
A vertex is isolated if it has no adjacent vertex and universal if it is adjacent to all other
vertices in the graph. Two vertices are called twins if they have the same adjacency to the
rest of the graph.
Throughout the paper, logn means the logarithm base 2.
3 The extension index and a lower bound for W ∗[F ]
Let k ≥ 2. By the k-extension property we mean the first-order sentence EAk of quantifier
depth k (also called the kth extension axiom) saying that, for every two disjoint sets
X,Y ⊂ V (G) with |X ∪ Y | < k, there is a vertex z /∈ X ∪ Y adjacent to all x ∈ X and
non-adjacent to all y ∈ Y . Note that EA2 says exactly that a graph has neither isolated nor
universal vertex. For convenience, we also set EA1
def= ∃z(z = z).
Note that, if G |= EAk and F has at most k vertices, then F @ G. Suppose that F has
more than 1 vertex. We define the extension index of F , denoted by E[F ], as the minimum
k such that H |= EAk implies F @ H. Equivalently, E[F ] is the maximum k for which there
is a graph H such that H |= EAk−1 while F 6@ H. Note that E[F ] ≤ ` for any `-vertex
graph F .
I Lemma 4. W ∗[F ] ≥ E[F ].
Proof. As easily seen, if both G and H have the (k− 1)-extension property, then Duplicator
has a winning strategy in the (k − 1)-pebble Ehrenfeucht-Fraïssé game on graphs G and H
and, hence, W (G,H) ≥ k. Therefore, it suffices to show that there are G and H such that
F @ G, F 6@ H, and both of them satisfy EAk−1 for k = E[F ]. Such a graph H exists by
the definition of the extension index. Such a graph G exists because, as very well known
(see, e.g., [25]), for fixed k and ` a random graph G(n, 1/2) has the k-extension property and
contains every `-vertex graph as an induced subgraph with probability approaching 1 as n
increases. Recall that G(n, p) refers to the probability distribution on graphs with vertex
set {1, . . . , n} where each two vertices are adjacent with probability p independently of the
other pairs. J
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I Example 5.
1. E[P3] = 3 because H = 2K2 is P3-free and satisfies EA2. By Lemma 4, W ∗[P3] =
W [P3] = 3.
2. E[K3] = 3, as also certified by H = 2K2 (or by H = C4).
We can determine E[K`] for any ` using a relationship between E[F ] and the chromatic
number of F .
I Theorem 6. E[F ] ≥ χ(F ).
Proof. Let k = χ(F )− 1. We have to show that there is a graph G having the kth extension
property and containing no induced copy of F .
Let Tk,n denote the k-partite Turán graph with kn vertices. The vertex set of Tk,n is
split into k vertex classes V1, . . . , Vk, each consisting of n vertices. Two vertices of Tk,n are
adjacent if and only if they belong to different vertex classes. Obviously, χ(Tk,n) = k. Since
χ(Tk,n) < χ(F ), the graph Tk,n itself and any of its subgraphs do not contain an induced
copy of F . Let Tk,n be a random subgraph of Tk,n, obtained from Tk,n by deleting each edge
with probability 1/2, independently of the other edges. In order to prove the theorem, it
suffices to show that Tk,n has the kth extension property with nonzero probability if n is
chosen sufficiently large.
Consider two disjoint vertex sets X,Y in Tk,n such that |X ∪Y | = k− 1 and estimate the
probability that they violate EAk. Fix a vertex class Vm disjoint with X ∪ Y . A particular
vertex z ∈ Vm is adjacent to all x ∈ X and non-adjacent to all y ∈ Y with probability 2−k+1,
and the converse happens with probability 1 − 2−k+1. The probability that none of the
vertices in Vm has the “right” adjacency pattern to X and Y is equal to (1− 2−k+1)n. Using
the inequality
1− x ≤ e−x for all reals x, (2)

















which approaches 0 as n increases (since k is fixed). It follows that EAk is violated by Tk,n
with probability strictly less than 1 if n is chosen sufficiently large. J
I Corollary 7. E[K`] = `.
It may seem plausible at first glance that E[F ] = ` for every F with ` vertices. Nevertheless,
in Section 4 we will see that this is not always the case as, for example, E[F ] = 3 for F being
the paw and the path on 4 vertices. The best general lower bound for E[F ] we can show is
given by the following lemma.
I Lemma 8. Let F be a graph with ` ≥ 2 vertices. Then
E[F ] ≥ b12 `− 2 log2 `+ 3c.
Proof. The lemma is trivially true if ` ≤ 15 because in this case it just states that E[F ] ≥ 2.
We, therefore, suppose that ` ≥ 16.
Denote k = b 12 ` − 2 log ` + 2c. Suppose that ` is even and set n = 2
`/2−1. It suffices
to show that the random graph G(n, 1/2) with a non-zero probability has the k-extension
property and simultaneously contains no induced copy of F .
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The probability of F @ G(n, 1/2) is bounded from above by the value of
p(`, n) = n(n− 1)(n− 2) · · · (n− `+ 1)2−`(`−1)/2.
Since
2−`(`−1)/2 = (2n)−`+1 = 2−`+1n−`+1 = 12 n
−`−1,
we have
p(`, n) = n(n− 1)(n− 2) · · · (n− `+ 1)2n`+1 <
1
2n.
It remains to prove that G(n, 1/2) has the k-extension property with probability at
least 1/(2n).








q(n, k) < 4nk−1(1− 2−k+1)n.
By (2), the last value is bounded from above by
q′(n, k) = 4 exp
(
lnn(k − 1)− n 2−k+1
)
.
Denote k′ = 12 ` − 2 log ` + 2. Since the function f(x) = lnnx − n 2
−x is monotonically
increasing,














′−1(2n)− log e `/2 = 4nk
′−12− log e `/2n− log e `/2 = 4nk
′−1(2n)− log en− log e `/2
= 4 e−1n−`(log e−1)/2−2 log `−log e+1.
For ` ≥ 16, this gives us q(n, k) < 2n−11. Therefore, G(n, 1/2) has the k-extension property
with probability more than 1− 2n−11. This is well more than 1/(2n), as desired.
If ` is odd, set n = 2(`−3)/2 and proceed similarly to above. J
I Remark. The bound of Lemma 8 cannot be much improved as long as the argument is based
on G(n, 1/2). Indeed, it is known [15] that there is a function `0(n) = 2 logn−2 log logn+Θ(1)
such that the clique number of G(n, 1/2) is equal to `0(n) or to `0(n) + 1 with probability
1−o(1). In [16] it is shown that there is a function k(n) = logn−2 log logn+ Θ(1) such that,
with probability 1− o(1), G(n, 1/2) satisfies EAk(n) but does not satisfy EAk(n)+6. It follows
that, if n is chosen so that G(n, 1/2) does not contain a subgraph K` with high probability,
then G(n, 1/2) satisfies EAk with non-negligible probability for, at best, k = 12`− log `+Θ(1).
As an immediate consequence of Lemmas 4 and 8 we obtain the following result.
I Theorem 9. Let F be a graph with ` ≥ 2 vertices. Then
W ∗[F ] > 12 `− 2 log2 `+ 2.
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4 Four-vertex subgraphs
Our next goal is to determine the values of D[F ], W [F ], and W ∗[F ] for all graphs F with
at most 4 vertices. It is enough to consider connected F , as follows from Lemma 3 and the
fact that the complement of a disconnected graph is connected. The two connected 3-vertex
graphs are considered in Example 5, and we now focus on connected graphs with 4 vertices.
Recall that W ∗[K4] = 4 by Corollary 7 (or just because W (K4,K3) = 4).
4.1 The paw subgraph (K3 + e)
I Lemma 10 (Olariu [21]). A graph H is paw-free if and only if each connected component
of H is triangle-free or complete multipartite.
Note that a graph B is complete multipartite iff the complement of B is a vertex-disjoint
union of complete graphs. The latter condition means exactly that B is P3-free. Thus, B is
complete multipartite iff it is (K2 +K1)-free, where K2 +K1 = P3.
I Theorem 11. D[K3 + e] = W [K3 + e] = W ∗[K3 + e] = E[K3 + e] = 3.
Proof. We have E[K3 + e] > 2 because, for example, C4 satisfies the 2nd extension axiom
and does not contain K3 + e as a subgraph.
In order to prove that D[K3 + e] ≤ 3, we have to describe a winning strategy for Spoiler
in the 3-round Ehrenfeucht-Fraïssé game on graphs G A K3 + e and H 6A K3 + e. Let
v1, v2, v3, v4 be vertices spanning a paw in G. We suppose that v1 and v2 have degree 2, v3
has degree 3, and v4 has degree 1 in this subgraph. In the first round Spoiler pebbles v1.
Suppose that Duplicator responds with a vertex u1 in a connected component B of H. By
Lemma 10, B is either K3-free or a multipartite graph with at least three parts. In the former
case Spoiler wins by pebbling v2 and v3. In the latter case Spoiler pebbles v4 in the second
round. The distance between v1 and v4 in G is 2. If Duplicator responds in a connected
component of H other than B, then he loses in the next round. Therefore, Duplicator is
forced in the second round to pebble a vertex u2 in the same part of B that contains u1. In
this case, Spoiler wins by pebbling the vertex v2. Indeed, this vertex is adjacent to v1 and
not adjacent to v4, while u1 and u2 have the same adjacency to any other vertex in H. J
4.2 The path subgraph (P4)
F = P4 is a remarkable example showing that the parameters W ∗[F ] and W [F ] can have
different values. Specifically, we prove that W ∗[P4] = 3 and W [P4] = 4.
I Theorem 12. W ∗[P4] = E[P4] = 3.
The proof of Theorem 12 is based on a well-known characterization of the class of P4-free
graphs. A graph is called a cograph if it can be built from copies of the single-vertex graph
K1 by using disjoint unions and complementations. It is known [6] that a graph is P4-free if
and only if it is a cograph. For the proof of Theorem 12 we need the following definitions,
that we borrow from [22].
We call G complement-connected if both G and G are connected. An inclusion-maximal
complement-connected induced subgraph of G will be called a complement-connected com-
ponent of G or, for brevity, a cocomponent of G. Cocomponents have no common vertices
and their vertex sets form a partition of V (G). Note that G is a cograph if and only if all
cocomponents of G are single-vertex graphs.
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The decomposition of G, denoted by DecG, is the set of all connected components of G.
Furthermore, given i ≥ 0, we define the depth i decomposition DeciG of G by





Πi = {V (E) : E ∈ DeciG} (3)
is a partition of V (G), and Πi+1 refines Πi. Once the partition stabilizes, that is, Πi+1 = Πi,
it coincides with the partition of G into its cocomponents. The depth i environment of a
vertex v ∈ V (G), denoted by Envi(v), is the graph E in DeciG containing v.
I Lemma 13. Suppose that a graph G contains an induced copy of P4 and let U ⊆ V (G)
be such that G[U ] ∼= P4. Consider the 3-pebble Ehrenfeucht-Fraïssé game on G and another
graph H. Let x, x′ ∈ V (G) and y, y′ ∈ V (H), and assume that the pairs x, y and x′, y′ were
selected by the players in the same rounds. If x, x′ ∈ U and Envl(y) 6= Envl(y′), then Spoiler
has a strategy allowing him to win in this position playing all the time in U and making no
more than 2l + 2 moves.
Proof. We use induction on l. In the base case of l = 0, the vertices y and y′ lie in different
connected components of H, while the distance between x and x′ in G is at most 3. Therefore,
Spoiler is able to win with one extra pebble in 2 moves.
Let l ≥ 1. Suppose that Envl−1(y) = Envl−1(y′) = E (for else Spoiler wins by the
induction assumption). Note that Envl(y) and Envl(y′) are connected components of E.
Since P4 is self-complementary, G[U ] ∼= P4. Therefore, if Duplicator moves only in V (E),
Spoiler will win in at most 2 next moves. Once Duplicator makes one of these moves outside
V (E), this creates a position with two vertices x̃ and x̃′ pebbled by Spoiler in U such that
Envl−1(ỹ) 6= Envl−1(ỹ′) for the corresponding vertices ỹ and ỹ′ pebbled by Duplicator in H.
The induction assumption applies. J
Proof of Theorem 12. Consider graphs G A P4 and H 6A P4. Since H is a cograph,
DeciH for some i consists of single-vertex graphs. By Lemma 13, this readily implies that
W (G,H) ≤ 3. Indeed, when Spoiler pebbles two vertices on an induced P4 in G, then
whatever Duplicator responds, this creates a position as in Lemma 13. Thus, W ∗[P4] ≤ 3.
The lower bound E[P4] > 2 is certified, for example, by C4. J
Theorem 12 implies that the class of graphs containing an induced P4 is definable in the
infinitary logic L3∞ω. It turns out that this class is not definable in 3-variable first-order
logic.
I Theorem 14. W [P4] = 4.
Our proof of Theorem 14 is based on Lemma 2. It suffices to exhibit a sequence of graph
pairs Gi, Hi such that Gi contains an induced copy of P4, Hi does not, and D3(Gi, Hi)→∞
as i increases.
Given a graph K, we define its ith power Ki by K1 = K and Ki+1 = Ki +Ki. Now, let
Hi = (K1)i. This is a cograph and, therefore, P4 6@ Hi (which is also easy to see directly,
using induction and the fact that P4 is self-complementary).
In order to construct Gi, we use the lexicographic product of graphs; see Section 2. Fix a
graph A satisfying the 3rd extension axiom and containing P4 as an induced subgraph (a
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large enough random graph has both of these properties with high probability). Now, let
Gi = Hi · (A ·Hi). Obviously, P4 @ Gi. Theorem 14 immediately follows by Lemma 2 from
the following estimate.
I Lemma 15. D3(G4m+2, H4m+2) > m+ 1.
The proof of Lemma 15 can be found in the full version of the paper [27].
4.3 The claw (K1,3) and the diamond (K4 \ e) subgraphs
A strongly regular graph with parameters (n, k, λ, µ) is a regular graph with n vertices
of degree k such that every two adjacent vertices have λ common neighbors and every
two non-adjacent vertices have µ common neighbors. The simplest examples are sKt (the
vertex-disjoint union of s copies of the complete graph Kt) and their complements (complete
s-partite graphs with each vertex class of size t). We call such strongly regular graphs trivial.
A strongly regular graph is non-trivial exactly if 0 < µ < k < n− 1.
An example of a non-trivial strongly regular graph, that will be useful for us below, is the
m×m-rook graph. The vertex set of this graph is { (a, b) : 1 ≤ a, b ≤ m}, and two vertices
(a1, b1) and (a2, b2) are adjacent if a1 = a2 or b1 = b2. In other words, each vertex represents
a square of the m×m chess board, and two squares are adjacent if one is reachable from the
other by a move of the rook. The m ×m-rook graph is strongly regular with parameters
(m2, 2m− 2,m− 2, 2).
The condition λ = 0 means that a strongly regular graph is K3-free. Every complete
bipartite graph Kn,n = 2Kn has this property and seven other triangle-free non-trivial graphs
are known. It is open whether there is yet another such graph [12].
Suppose that H is a non-trivial non-triangle-free strongly regular graph with parameters
(n, k, λ, µ). Thus, µ < k and it is also not hard to see that λ < k − 1 (otherwise every two
adjacent vertices were twins and, by connectedness, every two vertices would be adjacent
twins, implying that H is complete). These two inequalities readily imply that H satisfies
the 3rd extension axiom.
I Theorem 16. W [K1,3] = W ∗[K1,3] = E[K1,3] = 4 and W [K4 \ e] = W ∗[K4 \ e] =
E[K4 \ e] = 4.
Proof. We have to show that E[K1,3] > 3 and E[K4 \ e] > 3. By the discussion above, it
suffices to exhibit a non-trivial non-triangle-free strongly regular graph that does not contain
the claw and the diamond graphs as induced subgraphs. The 3× 3-rook graph suits these
needs. J
4.4 The cycle subgraph (C4)
Let G be a connected graph. Given u, v ∈ V (G), let fGi,j(u, v) denote the number of vertices
at distance i from u and at distance j from v. The graph G is called distance-regular if the
number fGi,j(u, v) = fGi,j(d) depends only on i, j, and the distance d = d(u, v) between u and
v. Note that such a graph is regular of degree fG1,1(0). We call two distance-regular graphs G
and H similar if
fGi,j(d) = 0 ⇐⇒ fHi,j(d) = 0. (4)
I Lemma 17. If G and H are similar distance-regular graphs, then W (G,H) > 3.
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Proof. We show a strategy allowing Duplicator to win the 3-pebble game on G and H. In
the first round she responds Spoiler’s move arbitrarily. Let x and x′ be the vertices pebbled
in G and H respectively. Suppose that in the second round Spoiler pebbles a vertex y in G
(the case that Spoiler plays in H is similar). Duplicator responds with a vertex y′ in H such
that d(x′, y′) = d(x, y), which guarantees that she does not lose in this round. Such a choice
of y′ is possible because (4) implies that fHi,i(0) > 0 for i = d(x, y).
For any subsequent round, assume that x, y ∈ V (G) and x′, y′ ∈ V (H) are occupied by
two pairs of pebbles and that d(x′, y′) = d(x, y). Suppose that Spoiler puts the third pebble
on a vertex z in G (the case that Spoiler plays in H is similar). It is enough to notice that
Duplicator can pebble a vertex z′ in H such that d(z′, x′) = d(z, x) and d(z′, y′) = d(z, y).
Such a vertex exists because (4) implies that fHi,j(d) > 0 for i = d(z, x), j = d(z, y), and
d = d(x, y). J
I Theorem 18. W [C4] = W ∗[C4] = 4.
Proof. By Lemma 17, it suffices to exhibit similar distance-regular graphs G and H such
that G contains an induced copy of C4 and H does not. We can take G to be the cubic
graph (the skeleton of the 3-dimensional cube) and H = C6. J
5 Lower bounds over highly connected graphs
As we discussed in Section 1, in the case of a connected pattern graph F it is algorithmically
motivated to consider the parameterWκ[F ], which is the minimum variable width of a sentence
defining the graph class I(F ) correctly only over graphs of sufficiently large connectedness.
More precisely, Wκ[F ] is equal to the minimum k for which there is a k-variable sentence
Φ and a number s such that G |= Φ iff F @ G for all s-connected graphs G. Moreover, we
define
W ∗κ [F ] = mins max {W (G,H) : F @ G, F 6@ H, and both G and H are s-connected} .
This parameter is an analog of Wκ[F ] for the infinitary logic, and we have
W ∗κ [F ] ≤Wκ[F ] ≤W [F ] and W ∗κ [F ] ≤W ∗[F ] ≤W [F ].
The join of graphs A and B is denoted by A ∗B. Recall that this is the graph obtained
from the disjoint union of A and B by adding all possible edges between a vertex of A and a
vertex of B.
I Lemma 19. W (A ∗B,A′ ∗B) ≥W (A,A′).
Proof. In the game on A ∗B and A′ ∗B, Duplicator can use her strategy for the game on A
and A′. Each time that Spoiler moves in the B part of one graph, Duplicator just mirrors
his move in the B part of the other graph. J
I Lemma 20. Let F0 be obtained from F by removing all universal vertices from this graph.
Then W ∗κ [F ] ≥W ∗[F0].
Proof. Letm denote the number of universal vertices in F . Suppose thatW ∗[F0] = W (G,H),
where G contains an induced copy of F0 and H does not. Let G′ be obtained from G by
adding new s > m universal vertices, and let H ′ be defined similarly, i.e, G′ = G ∗Ks and
H ′ = H ∗Ks. Note that G′ contains an induced copy of F and H ′ still does not contain even
an induced copy of F0 (no new vertex of H ′ can appear in an induced copy of F0 because it
would be universal there). We have W (G′, H ′) ≥W (G,H) by Lemma 19. This proves the
claim because G′ and H ′ are s-connected and s can be chosen arbitrarily large. J
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I Theorem 21.
1. W ∗κ [F ] = W ∗[F ] whenever F has no universal vertex.
2. W ∗κ [F ] = W ∗[F ] whenever W ∗[F ] > 3 and F has no adjacent twins or no non-adjacent
twins.
Proof. Part 1 is an immediate consequence of Lemma 20. To establish Part 2, we have to
prove that W ∗κ [F ] ≥ W ∗[F ]. Since with 3 pebbles Spoiler can force playing on connected
components, the assumption W ∗[F ] > 3 implies that W ∗[F ] = W (G,H) for some connected
G and H such that F @ G and F 6@ H. Assume that F has no adjacent twins. Consider
G′ = G ·Ks and H ′ = H ·Ks (recall that · denotes the lexicographic product of graphs).
Note that G′ and H ′ are s-connected and observe that W (G′, H ′) ≥ W (G,H). Moreover,
G′ still contains an induced copy of F , and H ′ still does not (because if an induced subgraph
of H ′ contains two vertices from the same Ks-part, they are adjacent twins in this subgraph).
Since s can be chosen arbitrarily large, this implies that W ∗κ [F ] ≥ W (G,H) = W ∗[F ], as
required. If F has no non-adjacent twins, the same argument works with G′ = G ·Ks and
H ′ = H ·Ks. J
An example of a graph to which Theorem 21 is non-applicable is the diamond. It has
universal vertices and both adjacent and non-adjacent twins.
If an `-vertex pattern graph F has no universal vertex, then W ∗κ [F ] = W ∗[F ] and,
therefore, W ∗κ [F ] ≥ ( 12 − o(1))` by Theorem 9. Lemma 20 works well also for F with few
universal vertices. For example, we have W ∗κ [K1,`] ≥W ∗[K`] = W ∗[K`] = `. However, if F
has many universal vertices, then we need a different approach.
Similarly to E[F ], we define Eκ[F ] to be the maximum k such that, for each s, there is
an s-connected graph H with H |= EAk−1 while F 6@ H.
The following relations are easy to prove similarly to Lemma 4 and Theorem 6 (note that,
for each fixed s, the random multipartite graph Tk,n in the proof of Theorem 6 is s-connected
with high probability).
I Lemma 22. W ∗κ [F ] ≥ Eκ[F ] ≥ χ(F ).
I Theorem 23. If F has ` vertices, then W ∗κ [F ] > 13`−
4
3 log2 `.
Proof. Denote the number of universal vertices in F by m, and let F0 be obtained from F
by removing all these vertices. By Lemma 20 and Theorem 9,
W ∗κ [F ] ≥W ∗[F0] >
1
2 (`−m)− 2 log `. (5)
By Lemma 22,
W ∗κ [F ] ≥ χ(F ) ≥ m. (6)
Combining the bounds (5) and (6), we obtain
3W ∗κ [F ] > `− 4 log `,
which implies the bound stated in the theorem. J
Finally, we determine the values of W ∗κ [F ] and Wκ[F ] for small connected pattern graphs.
As a particular case of Lemma 22, we have W ∗κ [K3] = 3 and W ∗κ [K4] = 4. According to the
discussion in Section 1, we have Wκ[P3] ≤ Dv[P3] ≤ 2. On the other hand, W ∗κ [P3] ≥ 2 just
because there are highly connected graphs with an induced copy of P3 and without it, for
example, Kn \ e and Kn respectively.
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I Theorem 24.
1. W ∗κ [K3 + e] = W [K3 + e] = 3;
2. W ∗κ [P4] = W ∗[P4] = 3 and Wκ[P4] = W [P4] = 4;
3. W ∗κ [F ] = W [F ] = 4 for all remaining connected F on 4 vertices.
Proof.
1. In the trivial direction, W ∗κ [K3 + e] ≤W [K3 + e] = 3, the equality being established in
Theorem 11. On the other hand, we have
W ∗κ [K3 + e] ≥W ∗[K2 +K1] = W ∗[K2 +K1] = W ∗[P3] ≥ E[P3] = 3,
where we use Lemma 20, Lemma 3, and Part 1 of Example 5.
2. We have W ∗κ [P4] = W ∗[P4] = 3 by Part 1 of Theorem 21 and by Theorem 12. Since
Lemma 20 easily extends to the relationWκ[F ] ≥W [F0], we also haveWκ[P4] = W [P4] =
4.
3. We have W ∗κ [C4] = W ∗[C4] = 4 by Part 1 of Theorem 21 and by Theorem 18.
We also have W ∗κ [K1,3] = Eκ[K1,3] = 4 and W ∗κ [K4 \ e] = Eκ[K4 \ e] = 4 by the first
inequality in Lemma 22. Indeed, Eκ[K1,3] = Eκ[K4 \ e] = 4 because the m×m rook’s graph
is a strongly regular graph containing no induced copy of K1,3 and no induced copy of K4 \ e.
Moreover, the m×m rook’s graph is (2m− 2)-connected by the following general fact: The
connectivity of a connected strongly regular graph equals its vertex degree [2]. J
6 Conclusion
The equality D[K3 + e] = 3 is currently the only example we know that shows that D[F ]
and W [F ] can be strictly less than the number of vertices in F . Are there other such
graphs? Are there infinitely many of them? On the other hand, we only know that
W [F ] ≥ ( 12 − o(1))` for all F with ` vertices. This does not even exclude the possibility
that the time bound O(nW [F ]) for Induced Graph Isomorphism can be better than the
Nešetřil-Poljak bound O(n(ω/3)`+c) for infinitely many pattern graphs F .
An example of F = P4 shows that W ∗[F ] can be strictly less than W [F ] but we do not
know how far apart from each other W ∗[F ] and W [F ] can generally be.
Note that Lemmas 4 and 8 show the following hierarchy of graph parameters:
(1/2− o(1)) ` ≤ E[F ] ≤W ∗[F ] ≤W [F ] ≤ D[F ] ≤ `, (7)
where ` is the number of vertices in F . It seems that we currently have no example
separating the parameters W [F ] and D[F ] or the parameters E[F ] and W ∗[F ]. An
important question is whether or not E[F ] = (1− o(1))`.
It follows from (7) that W [F ] ≤ (2 + o(1))W ∗[F ]. In other terms, in the context of
Induced Subgraph Isomorphism, the infinitary logic cannot be much more succinct than
the standard first-order logic with respect to the number of variables. More generally, is
it true that W (C) = O(W ∗(C)) for all first-order definable graph properties?
We have checked that D[F ] = W [F ] = ` for all F with ` ≤ 4 vertices excepting for
the paw graph and its complement. Since it remains open if the equality holds true for
all larger graphs, it seems reasonable to examine the pattern graphs on 5 vertices. If
there is a 5-vertex F with W [F ] = 4, the resulting decision procedure for I(F ) would be
competitive to (or, at least comparable with) the currently known algorithmic results for
5-vertex induced subgraphs [9, 28].
We have a (rather trivial) example of F = P3 showing that Wκ[F ] can be strictly smaller
than W [F ]. Are there other such graphs?
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